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Abstract— In this paper, we use the Small Gain Theorem to
study the stability, and develop appropriate convex L2 gain
LMIs for synthesis, of static anti-windup gains. The main
contribution of this paper is investigating the effects of delaying
the activation of anti-windup by allowing actuators to remain in
the saturated regime longer, on their own. The basic idea is to
apply anti-windup when the performance of saturated system
faces substantial degradation. For this, we present a modified
anti-windup scheme along with the appropriate convex LMIs to
obtain the gains. For two well-known examples, we show that
the modified anti-windup scheme renders better performance
than the case of immediate application of anti-windup.

I. INTRODUCTION

Input saturation is a persistent concern in applications.

Designing high performance feedback algorithms for lin-

ear systems with bounded actuators has been one of the

major problems in control for decades, where ad-hoc but

intuitive techniques had been used to address this problem.

However, over the last decade several groups have started to

obtain rigorous stability and performance results for linear

systems with input saturation. Roughly speaking, two main

approaches have been proposed to address saturation. One

approach is a class of methods that are aimed at avoiding

saturation by considering it a constraint from the very

beginning of control design (see e.g., [1]-[3]). Although this

concept is appealing, such designs often address worse case

behavior which can be needlessly conservative, since in many

cases saturation is encountered rarely or briefly. The second

approach is the so-called Anti-Windup (AW) compensation

method (see e.g., [4]-[8]). AW is a two step procedure, in

which the original controller is designed without considering

the input saturation. Since this controller is likely to saturate,

the system is augmented with an AW protection loop to

handle saturation. In this paper, we are concerned with

providing a modified form of traditional AW for application

of linear systems subject to saturation.

In recent years, the structure shown in Fig. 1, where sat(·)
represents the saturation nonlinearity, has been adapted by re-

searchers for most AW augmentation schemes. Traditionally,

properties of the AW schemes, such as stability guarantees

and graceful degradation of performance of systems were

addressed through extensive simulations. More recently, by

relying on numerical solvers for Linear Matrix Inequalities
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Fig. 1. Standard anti-windup augmentation scheme

(LMIs), rigorous techniques, with stability and performance

guarantees have been developed for cases where the augmen-

tation considered is static, or dynamic with an order matching

that of the plant (see e.g., [5], [6]).

In this paper, we consider the static AW augmentation

synthesis problem. For this, we use an approach based on the

Small Gain Theorem (SGT). The results lead to a variation

of LMIs typically used for AW synthesis, though the two

approaches are essentially equivalent. The main contribution

of this paper, introduced and developed in Section III, is

investigating the effect of postponing the activation of AW.

The rationale behind this intentional delay can be considered

as a tradeoff between the two possible modes of operation:

in one, AW is active as soon as saturation is encountered

resulting in a stable but low performance controller; On

the other hand, if the actuator command is ‘slightly’ or

moderately above saturation, the nominal controller acts as

a high performance controller subjected to a modest amount

of parameter uncertainty at the input. The basic idea is not

to apply AW action as soon as saturation is encountered, but

instead allow saturated actuators act unassisted up to a point,

to be made precise below. This is based on the assumption

that the desirable nominal controller that is used possesses

a reasonable amount of performance robustness. This idea

is somewhat related to the over-saturation (see e.g., [9]) or

high-gain (see e.g., [10], [11]) approaches that have been

used in the direct and explicit approach to saturation, though

unlike these references, the controller used in small signal

regime is the high performance nominal one (similar to AW

schemes). The results are studied through two well-known

examples. Notations are standard. As the need arises, new

notations are defined or discussed.

II. STATIC ANTI-WINDUP SYNTHESIS

A. Problem Definition

Consider a system with a nominal controller designed

to fulfill a specific task, such as tracking or disturbance
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Fig. 2. Standard interconnection for closed-loop system

regulation. Due to possible saturation, an AW block (see Fig.

1) is needed. To formulate the problem, consider Fig. 1, in

which

Σp ∼

{
ẋp = Apxp + B1d + B2û
y = C2xp + D21d + D22û
z = C1xp + D11d + D12û + Dzrr

(1)

is the the plant dynamics. And, nominal controller is de-

scribed as

Σc ∼

{
ẋc = Acxc + Bcyy + Bcrr
yc = u = Ccxc + Dcyy + Dcrr

. (2)

The saturation is assumed decentralized with the saturation

limit ulim for each ui (i = 1, 2, ..., nu). Therefore,

ûi = sat(ui) = sgn(ui)min{|ui|, ulim}

The purpose of AW block in Fig. 1 is to introduce

correction terms in controller to counteract adverse effect

of saturation on system stability and performance. However

these correction terms should not affect the control loop

as long as system actuators do not saturate. Therefore, a

common choice for AW block is the static constant gain. In

this case, AW block in Fig. 1 is assumed to be

η =

[
η1

η2

]
= −Λq = −

[
Λ1

Λ2

]
q

where q = u− û, and under this augmentation the controller
turns into

Σ̂c ∼

{
ẋc = Acxc + Bcyw + Bcrr − Λ1q
yc = u = Ccxc + Dcyy + Dcrr − Λ2q

. (3)

Then, as shown in [5], the closed-loop system under a static

AW can be depicted in equivalent form as in Fig. 2, where

Σ ∼

{
ẋ = Ax + Bww + (Bq − BηΛ)q
z = Czx + Dzww + (Dzq − DzηΛ)q
u = Cux + Duww + (Duq − DuηΛ)q

(4)

in which x = [xT
p xT

c ]T , w = [rT dT ]T and system

matrices are in terms of plant and the controller matrices. In

Fig.2, ∆ is a diagonal matrix with each entry 1(·) − sat(·),
where 1 is the identity. The goal is to find a static gain Λ
which makes the closed-loop system stable and also provides

desirable L2 gain while the actuator(s) saturate.

B. LMI-Based Anti-windup Synthesis

To study the stability of the closed-loop system in Fig.

1, often saturation function (or deadzone function) is treated

as a sector nonlinearity and the problem is cast in general

framework of absolute stability. Then tools such as circle

criterion, mostly with LMI characterization developed with
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Fig. 3. Standard interconnection for closed-loop system with scale matrix

quadratic Lyapunove/storage functions, is used to design

stabilizing anti-windup gains (see [5] and [6] as two well

known representatives). Here, we use Scaled SGT approach

which results in a variation of the the LMIs obtained in

[5] and [6]. Originally, use of SGT was motivated by the

potential for incorporating a measure of scheduling in the

basic anti-windup scheme. For the purposes of this paper

however, either approach would have sufficed and provided

essentially the same results. In all these methods including

this work, since we ensure stability for all the possible

saturation levels, we are restricting ourself to open-loop

stable plants, Σp.

To reduce conservatism, we introduce the diagonal nu×nu

scaling matrix W > 0, as shown in Fig. 3, where W (M =
W−2) becomes a search variable. Then

Σ̃ ∼

{
ẋ = Ax + Bww + (Bq − BηΛ)W−1q̃

z = Czx + Dzww + (Dzq − DzηΛ)W−1q̃

ũ = WCux + WDuww + W (Duq − DuηΛ)W−1q̃
(5)

We assume that closed-loop augmented system is well-

posed (see the appendix). For decentralized saturation, ∆ is

a diagonal dead-zone matrix, thus ‖∆‖2 ≤ 1. This along

with diagonal W > 0 imply ‖W∆W−1‖2 ≤ 1. Therefore,

to have the feedback system in Fig. 3 stable, SGT leads to

‖Σ̃ũq̃‖2,i < 1 (6)

as a sufficient condition for stability, which can be expressed

in the following convex LMI form:

Theorem 1: (synthesis) The closed loop system shown in

Fig. 3 is stable if there exist diagonal matrix M > 0 (M =
W−2), Lyapunov matrix Q > 0 and matrix X satisfying

(
AQ + QAT BqM − BηX QCT

u

⋆ −M MDT
uq − XT DT

uη

⋆ ⋆ −M

)
< 0

(7)

If this LMI is feasible, the anti-windup gain can be obtained

from Λ = XM−1.

To establish a performance bound for the AW, L2 gain

from w to z is typically considered. The L2 gain from w to

z, γ, can be obtained using the standard inequality ([12])

d

dt
(xT Q−1x) + γ−1zT z − γwT w < 0 (8)

Since ‖W∆W−1‖2 ≤ 1, we have q̃T q̃ − ũT ũ ≤ 0. Then
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S-procedure implies that, for some τ > 0

d

dt
(xT Q−1x) + γ−1zT z − γwT w + τ(q̃T q̃ − ũT ũ) < 0

(9)

is the sufficient condition for inequality (8). Expanding this

inequality and preforming standard congruent transforma-

tions, inequality (9) can be written in the LMI form of the

theorem below with M = 1

τ
W−2 and X = ΛM .

Theorem 2: (synthesis and performance) The closed loop

system shown in Fig. 3 is stable and the L2 gain from w

to z is less than γ, if there exist diagonal matrix M > 0,

Lyapunov matrix Q > 0 and matrix X satisfying





AQ + QAT ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆

BT
w −γI ⋆ ⋆ ⋆

CzQ Dzw −γI ⋆ ⋆

ΠT
1 0 ΠT

2 −M ⋆
CuQ Duw 0 DuqM − DuηX −M



 < 0

(10)

where Π1 = BqM − BηX, Π2 = DzqM − DzηX, . As

before, the anti-windup gain can be obtained as Λ = XM−1.

C. Numerical Example

Consider the following system taken from [7] with input
bound ulim = 1.

[
Ap B2 B1

C2 D22 D21

]
=




−10.6 −6.09 −0.9 1 0

1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
−1 −11 −30 0 0





with z = y − r and nominal controller

[
Ac Bcy Bcr

Cc Dcy Dcr

]
=

[
−80 0 1 −1
1 0 0 0

20.25 1600 80 −80

]
.

Nominal γ is 1. Using Theorem 2, the following AW gain
is obtained

Λ = [−0.1968 0.0025 − 0.9860]T

which leads to a performance level of γ = 85.78, very

close to the result obtained in [7]: γ = 86.07. The slight

difference probably is the result of different options used

in the LMI solver. Applying the same reference signal, r(t),
used in [7], the response of the system with and without AW

augmentation are shown in Fig. 4. The response is essentially

the same as the one obtained in [7].

III. A MODIFIED ANTI-WINDUP SCHEME

Fig. 4 suggests that for this example, constrained nominal

closed-loop system (dotted) shows better tracking behavior

than the system with AW (dash-dotted) for much of the

simulation time, especially the first 10 seconds. A possible

explanation might be the tradeoff between the two possible

modes of operation: in one, AW is active as soon as satura-

tion is encountered resulting in a safe (i.e., stable) but low

performance controller. On the other hand, if the actuator

command is ‘slightly’ or moderately above saturation, the

nominal controller acts as a high performance controller

subjected to a modest amount of parameter uncertainty at
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Fig. 4. Plant output and input plots: unconstrained ideal system (solid),
saturated nominal closed-loop with no AW (dotted), saturated closed-loop
with AW (dash-dotted).

the input, or ‘matched’ uncertainty, which is a mild form of

uncertainty. Recall that γ nominal was 1, while the γ of AW

was 85.78.

Based on this observation, the main idea here is to

postpone the activation of AW to a point where system really

needs AW protection. To investigate further, we preform the

following analysis on the nominal constrained closed loop

system, i.e. the original system with bounded actuator(s)

under nominal controller without AW. Initially, for notational

simplicity, we will discuss the single input case. The gen-

eralization to multi-input systems will be discussed later.

We consider the performance of the saturated constrained

system without AW as a function of the maximum value of

the command sent to the saturation box.

Consider u(t) and û(t) as the input and the output of
a saturation box, respectively, with saturation bound ulim.
As shown below, the nonlinear saturation element can be
replaced by the time varying gain G(t) ∈ [g, 1]:

û(t) = G(t)u(t), G(t) =

{
1 |u(t)| ≤ ulim

sgn(u(t))ulim

u(t)
|u(t)| > ulim

(11)

It is clear that, when the actuator is not saturated, G = 1 and

the minimum value attained by G(t), 0 ≤ g ≤ 1, depends

on the maximum value of u(t) ([13]).

Considering (11), and assuming D22 = 0, the nominal

constrained closed-loop system (equations (1),(3)) with x =
[xT

p xT
c ]T can be written as

{
ẋ = Acl(G(t))x + Bcl(G(t))w
z = Ccl(G(t))x + Dcl(G(t))w (12)

with

[
Acl(G(t))
Bcl(G(t))

]
=




A + B2G(t)DcyC2 B2G(t)Cc

BcyC2 Ac

B2G(t)Dcr B2G(t)DcyD21 + B1

Bcr BcyD21
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Fig. 5. Performance of the saturated system for G(t) ∈ [g 1].

[
Ccl(G(t))
Dcl(G(t))

]
=

[
C1 + D12G(t)DcyC2 D12G(t)Cc

Dzr + D12G(t)Dcr D11 + D12G(t)DcyD21

]

The matrices above represent a LPV system with variable

G(t) ∈ [g 1] (0 ≤ g). Therefore, an estimate for the L2

gain of this closed-loop, assuming that |u(t)| ≤ 1

g
ulim for

all t, can be obtained from minimizing γg subject to



Acl(ḡ)T P + PAcl(ḡ) ⋆ ⋆

Bcl(ḡ)T P −γgI ⋆

Ccl(ḡ) Dcl(ḡ) −γgI



 < 0 (13)

for ḡ = g and ḡ = 1 (i.e., corners of the hypercube of the

parameter set). Matrix Acl(ḡ) etc, means value of Acl(G(t))
evaluated at G(t) = ḡ.

Figure 5 shows the result of analysis for the system of

Section II-C. In this figure, each point (g, γ), represents the

performance of the system for G(t) ∈ [g 1], i.e. the actuator

is guaranteed to receive – somehow – control command

with peak value of 1

g
ulim or less. Figure 5 suggests that

the constrained nominal closed-loop system has adequate

performance up to about g = 0.2, or equivalently |u(t)| ≤
1

0.2
1 = 5 (G(t) ∈ [0.2 1]).

Motivated by this, we propose to combine over-saturation

with AW through the scheme shown in Fig. 6. In this

new scheme we add to the loop an artificial saturation box

with saturation bound 1

gd

ulim, where gd is the design point,

specified by designer, i.e.,

ud(t) = sgn(u(t)) min{(|u(t)|,
1

gd

ulim}

Then we use q(t) = u(t) − ud(t), as the input signal to the

static AW block. This lets the system stay saturated up to

the point gd, i.e., AW activates when |u(t)| > 1

gd

ulim. One

can obtain the design point, gd, by trial and error, focused

around the ‘bend’ in the γg vs. g plots similar to the one in

Fig. 5. Note that gd depends on how much input uncertainty

the nominal closed-loop can tolerate. For some problems gd

can be very close to 1 which necessitates the immediate

activation of the AW. For gd less than 1, we use the following

method to obtain the gains of over-saturated AW introduced

in Fig. 6.

Considering (11) and Fig. 6, since input to the actuator,

|ud(t)| ≤
1

gd

ulim, we have û(t) = G(t)ud(t) where G(t) ∈
[gd, 1]. Using diagonal scaling matrix W > 0 as applied

Fig. 6. New modified anti-windup scheme.

earlier, we have ũ = Wu and q̃ = Wq. Therefore, the

weighted closed-loop system with x = [xT
p xT

c ]T can be

obtained as
{

ẋ = A(G)x + B(G)ww + (B(G)q − B(G)ηΛ)W−1q̃

z = C(G)zx + D(G)zww + (D(G)zq − D(G)zηΛ)W−1q̃

ũ = WCux + WDuww + W (Duq − DuηΛ)W−1q̃
(14)

with A(G), etc as obvious matrices, where G(t) appears

linearly, e.g.,

A(G) =

[
Ap + B2G(t)DcyC2 B2G(t)Cc

BcyC2 Ac

]
.

Note that (14) is very much the same as (5) except that now

the system matrices are time varying. Thus, we can depict

(14) in a same block diagram form of Fig. 3, only with time

varying Σ and Σ̂.

To design Λ, once again we use L2 gain from w to z as

the performance measure. Next, consider the modified AW

scheme in Fig. 6:

• When |u(t)| ≤ 1

gd

ulim we have q = 0 (q̃(t) = 0). Then

d
dt

(xT Q−1x) = (A(G)x + B(G)ww)T Q−1x+

xT Q−1(A(G)x + B(G)ww)

Therefore, inequality (8) can be written in the LMI form

(
A(G)Q + QA(G)T B(G)w C(G)T

zwQ

⋆ −γI D(G)T
zw

⋆ ⋆ −γI

)
< 0 (15)

where LPV variable G(t) ∈ [gd, 1], and it is sufficient to

check this inequity for G = gd and G = 1.

• When |u(t)| > 1

gd

ulim, we have |ud(t)| = 1

gd

ulim. As a

result q(t) 6= 0 (q̃(t) 6= 0), and also û(t) = gdud(t). Since

‖W∆W−1‖2 ≤ 1, we have q̃T q̃ − ũT ũ ≤ 0. Using the S-

procedure, we can arrive at the same inequality as (9). We

can case (9) as LMI (17) in Theorem below.

Theorem 3 (Synthesis and performance): The closed

loop system shown in Fig. 6 is stable and the L2 gain from

w to z is less than γ, if there exist diagonal matrix M > 0,

Lyapunov matrix Q > 0 and matrix X satisfying

(
A(ḡ)Q + QA(ḡ)T ⋆ ⋆

B(ḡ)T
w −γI ⋆

QC(ḡ)zw D(ḡ)zw −γI

)
< 0 for ḡ = 1 , gd

(16)
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Fig. 7. Plant output for the example of Section II-C: Unconstrained ideal
response (solid), immediate activation of AW (dash-dotted) and modified
AW (dashed). (a) the same reference signal of Section II-C (peak value 1.5)
(b) smaller reference signal (peak value 0.15).





Ω ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆

B(gd)T
w −γI ⋆ ⋆ ⋆

C(gd)zQ D(gd)zw −γI ⋆ ⋆

ΠT
1 0 ΠT

2 −M ⋆
CuQ Duw 0 Π3 −M



 < 0 (17)

where

Ω = A(gd)Q + QA(gd)T , Π1 = B(gd)qM − B(gd)ηX

Π2 = D(gd)zqM − D(gd)zηX, Π3 = DuqM − DuηX

If this problem is feasible, then anti-windup gain, Λ, can be

obtained from Λ = XM−1.

LMI (16) with ḡ = 1 and ḡ = gd is sufficient condition

for LMI (15). However, note that submatrix (1:3,1:3) of LMI

(17) is the repetition of LMI (16) for ḡ = gd. Therefore, we

can check LMI (16) just for ḡ = 1. Also, as we have a single

actuator, M is a scalar here.

In case of multiple actuators with decentralized saturation,

say nu actuators, G(t) as equivalent form for saturation,

is a nu × nu diagonal matrix with entries each as time

varying gains defined in (11). As a result, the LPV model

of the system (equation (12) in analysis and equation (14)

in synthesis) has 2nu corners. Analysis and synthesis should

be conducted for all these 2nu corners. For brevity, details

are omitted.

A. Numerical Examples

We continue with the example of Section II-C: Using

Theorem 3, the following anti-windup gain is obtained for

the modified scheme with design point gd = 0.17:

Λ = [−0.0029 0 − 0.9998]T

This compensator has γ = 87.50. Recall with gd = 1, i.e,

immediate activation of anti-windup, we had γ = 85.78. The

overall γ for the modified scheme is slightly higher than

that of traditional scheme, as expected. As Fig. 7 suggests,
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Fig. 8. System response in second example; unconstrained nominal closed-
loop (solid), constrained nominal closed-loop (dotted), immediate activation
of anti-windup (dash-dotted) and modified anti-windup (dashed)

however, we get better results, using the modified scheme

especially when the system is slightly saturated, particulary

for small reference (Fig. 7.b).

Example 2: Consider a model of the longitudinal dynamics

of the F8 aircraft with an eighth order linear nominal

controller taken from [14]. The state equations are

ẋ(t) =

[
−0.8 −0.0006 −12 0

0 −0.014 −16.64 −32.2

1 −0.0001 −1.5 0

1 0 0 0

]
x(t) +

[
−19 −3

−0.66 −0.5

−0.16 −0.5

0 0

]
u(t)

y(t) =
[

0 0 0 1

0 0 −1 1

]
x(t)

and the controller is

K(s) = 1
s
(G [sI − Aa − BaG − HCa]−1 H)

with matrices Aa, Ba, Ca, H and G as given in [14].

The two inputs are the elevator and flaperon angles, each

limited to ±25 degree. Two outputs of the system are pitch

angle and flight path angle. As reported in [14], this system

experiences a substantial performance degradation in its

tracking maneuvers when system saturates.

By selecting z = y − r where r denotes the reference

input, using the traditional scheme of anti-windup (procedure

of Section II-B), a static anti-windup compensator can be

obtained. The resulting anti-windup compensator gain, Λ,

is

10
−4

[
2143 17077 −4061 −982299 −28 724 2251 17804 −9899 930

−1068 5252 −1951 −298896 −121 164 −1035 5505 29 −9495

]T

This augmentation guarantees a L2 gain of γ = 22.15. This

example is also studied in [6] where almost the same value is

obtained for γ; γ = 22.19. We used the procedure of Section

III to design a modified anti-windup. Using plots similar to

Fig. 5, after some trial and error, the following design point

is chosen

Gd =

[
0.8 0
0 0.4

]
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Using this design point, the following gain, Λ, is obtained

for the modified scheme.

10
−4

[
25 −14 1 −1742 0 1 25 −13 −10000 1

−3 −10 −2 −1307 0 0 −3 −8 0 −9999

]T

With this anti-windup gain, the overall L2 gain of the

augmented system is γ = 24.59. Fig. 8, shows the response

of the ideal unconstrained closed-loop system (solid), re-

sponse of the constrained nominal closed-loop (i.e., no AW)

(dotted), the response of the system with the immediate

activation of AW (dashed-dotted), and response of system

under the modified AW (dashed). As shown, without any

AW, both outputs of the system experience large overshoot.

Immediate activation of AW tries to improve the performance

but still we have significant overshoots. The same response

also is reported in [6]. Although γ for modified AW is

slightly higher than the traditional case, as expected, system

has better response. Overshoot is removed and system shows

very close tracking response to the ideal unconstrained

system.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we developed a variation of L2 gain convex

LMI for the synthesis of static anti-windup gain through

the Scaled Small Gain Theorem. We then proposed a new

modified anti-windup scheme. The main idea is to apply anti-

windup when it is necessary and the performance of saturated

system faces substantial degradation. In this scheme, we

let the system stay saturated as long as the performance

of the un-augmented system is expected to be adequate.

Beyond this point, we apply a static anti-windup to ensure

the stability and performance of the saturated system. So far,

we have obtained design point, gd, by trial and error, focused

around the ‘bend’ in the γg vs. g plots similar to the one in

Fig. 5. Obtaining a systematic method is an active area of

on-going research. The results of simulation for two standard

examples show that new scheme can work better than the

traditional anti-windup especially when actuator commands

are close to saturation bounds.

V. APPENDIX: ILL-CONDITIONED ALGEBRAIC LOOP

Consider u = Cux + Duww + (Duq − DuηΛ)q. We re-

place q by its value q = u − sat(u) = (I − G(t))u:

u = Cux + Duww + (Duq − DuηΛ)(I − G(t))u

where G(t) is a nu×nu diagonal matrix with each diagonal

element as defined in (11), corresponding to each actuator.

To turn this implicit equation into an explicit equation, one

takes the implicit terms to the left hand-side

(I − (Duq − DuηΛ)(I − G(t)))u = Cux + Duww

Thus, for well-posedness, we need (I − (Duq −DuηΛ)(I −
G(t))) invertible. Note that wellposedness does not rules out
the occurrence of numerical problems such as ill-conditioned
algebraic loops. As mentioned in [15] and [16], in several
examples with AW, solution can be close to the ill-posed
interconnection. Therefore, often, numerical solvers are not
able to determine the corresponding control action. In [15]
and [16] different conditions are offered to remove this

problem. To ensure wellposedness and avoid ill-conditioned
algebraic loops, we use the following equation

2I − (Duq − DuηΛ)G − G(Duq − DuηΛ)T > ǫI (18)

for all the possible diagonal G ∈ Rnu×nu whose diagonal

elements are either 0 or 1 (G is the corners of (I − G(t)),
thus we have 2nu possibilities). One possible G is matrix

zero which implies 0 ≤ ǫ < 2. Apparently ǫ = 0 suffices to

guarantee the invertibility of (I−(Duq −DuηΛ)(I−G(t))),
though adding ǫ > 0 pushes the determinant of this matrix

away from the zero. In case of scaled system, this condition

becomes:

2M − (DuqM − DuηX)G − G(DuqM − DuηX)T > ǫM

The choice of ǫ can be made by trial and error, to

find a value that solves the ill-condition algebraic loop and

sacrifices less performance of the design (γ).
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